In importance sampling (IS)-based reinforcement learning algorithms such as Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO), IS weights are typically clipped to avoid large variance in learning. However, policy update from clipped statistics induces large bias in tasks with high action dimensions, and bias from clipping makes it difficult to reuse old samples with large IS weights. In this paper, we consider PPO, a representative on-policy algorithm, and propose its improvement by dimensionwise IS weight clipping which separately clips the IS weight of each action dimension to avoid large bias and adaptively controls the IS weight to bound policy update from the current policy. This new technique enables efficient learning for high action-dimensional tasks and reusing of old samples like in off-policy learning to increase the sample efficiency. Numerical results show that the proposed new algorithm outperforms PPO and other RL algorithms in various Open AI Gym tasks.
Introduction
Many deep reinforcement learning (RL) algorithms aim to maximize the discounted return for a given environment by a parameterized policy (Mnih et al., 2013; Lillicrap et al., 2015; Schulman et al., 2015a) . For learning continuous action tasks, which is the focus of this paper, many algorithms are based on policy gradient (PG), which updates the policy parameter to the direction of gradient decent of an objective function (Sutton et al., 2000) . PG methods can be classified into on-policy PG and off-policy PG. On-policy PG updates the target policy from the samples generated by the target policy only (Schulman et al., 2015a; Peters et al., 2005) , whereas off-policy PG updates the target policy from samples generated by the behavior policy which can be different from the target policy. Off-policy PG methods has the advantage that they can reuse old sample batches and set the behavior policy to better explore state and action spaces, and thus many state-of-the-art algorithms are based on offpolicy PG. Current off-policy PG methods can be divided into several types. Value-based PG methods update the policies to maximize the Q-value statistics estimated by TD errors (Lillicrap et al., 2015; Fujimoto et al., 2018; Haarnoja et al., 2017) and IS-based PG methods calibrate the statistics differences between the target policy and the behavior policy (Degris et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2016; Levine & Koltun, 2013) . Due to the advantages of off-policy learning, reusing off-policy data in on-policy learning is recently considered (Gu et al., 2016; Nachum et al., 2017; Han & Sung, 2017) .
In this paper, we consider PPO , which is a widely-considered stable and fast-converging onpolicy algorithm, and propose its improvement by adopting several new features. PPO uses a clipped objective function to bound policy update from the current policy for stable learning. However, due to its structure, the gradient of clipped samples completely vanishes and this causes sample inefficiency in high action-dimensional tasks. In order to solve this problem, we propose dimension-wise importance sampling weight clipping (DISC), which clips the IS weight of each action dimension instead of clipping the overall likelihood ratio as in PPO. With DISC, the gradient of samples does not completely vanish for most samples since there exist unclipped dimensions, and this increases the sample efficiency. In order to further enhance the sample efficiency, we propose reusing old samples generated at the previous iterations like in off-policy learning. PPO uses Generalized Advantage Estimator (GAE) (Schulman et al., 2015b) to estimate the advantage of the on-policy n-step trajectory, but GAE has difficulty in estimating from the old trajectories generated at the previous iterations. To circumvent this difficulty, we consider V-trace (Espeholt et al., 2018) that estimates target values from off-policy trajectories and combine GAE with V-trace to estimate the advantage in DISC. We evaluate our algorithm on various OpenAI GYM tasks (Brockman et al., 2016) and numerical results show that DISC outperforms the PPO baseline and other state-of-2. Related Works IS-based PG: Calibration based on IS weight has been considered in various off-policy PG methods for unbiased objective function estimation since the target policy and the behavior policy are different in off-policy RL (Meuleau et al.; Shelton, 2001; Peshkin & Shelton, 2002; Jie & Abbeel, 2010) . Large IS weights cause large variances and hence truncation of IS weights is proposed to prevent large IS weights (Wawrzyński, 2009 ). However, truncation induces large bias. The off-policy actor-critic algorithm (Degris et al., 2012) reduces variance by applying per-decision IS (not the whole trajectory) in actor-critic. The actor-critic with experience replay (ACER) algorithm further applies bias correction in addition to truncated IS of actor-critic to use off-policy data with low variance (Wang et al., 2016) .
Value estimation: One can estimate the Q-function with 1-step TD error which can be used for both on-policy and off-policy. In addition, there exist many n-step value estimation methods to improve accuracy. For on-policy PG, TD(λ) (Sutton, 1988) , Least-Squares TD(λ) (Bradtke & Barto, 1996) , GAE (Schulman et al., 2015b) are commonly used. For off-policy PG, a n-step trajectory is generated from the behavior policy, so the path statistic should be calibrated to evaluate the target policy. Thus, IS weight is applied in off-policy evaluation: (Precup, 2000) suggested using per-decision IS weight, and Retrace (λ) and V-trace (Espeholt et al., 2018) evaluate the policy by using the truncated trace for low-variance target value estimation.
Extension of on-policy PG using off-policy data: In onpolicy learning, the target policy and the behavior policy are the same and hence samples generated by the target policy can be used only at the current iteration (Schulman et al., 2015a) . Recently, in order to improve the sample efficiency of on-policy learning, using off-policy data to update on-policy gradient is proposed (Gu et al., 2016; . In particular, Trust-PCL (Nachum et al., 2017) applies path consistency learning to use off-policy data while maintaining the stability of trust region policy optimization.
Extension of PPO:
There exist several improvements of PPO, e.g., distributed optimization for enhancing the performance of large scale RL (Heess et al., 2017) , reusing old sample batches with small IS weights (Han & Sung, 2017) , and reducing variance by using action-dependent stein control variate (Liu et al., 2017) .
Set Up and Background
We assume a Makrov decision process (MDP) environment (S, A, P, γ, R), where S is the state space, A is the action space, P is the transition probability, γ is the discount factor, and R is the reward function. The agent has policy π : S → A that selects action a t for given state s t , and interacts with the environment to generate an episode (s t , a t , R(s t , a t )) T −1 t=0 of length T . The agent optimizes its policy to maximize the discounted return of the episode T −1 t=0 γ t R(s t , a t ), and a parameterized policy π θ is assumed in this paper.
The basic idea of PG is as follows. The objective function of discounted return is defined as a function of the policy parameter θ:
, and τ t = (s t , a t , · · · , s T −1 , a T −1 ) is the sample trajectory from time t. The policy gradient theorem (Sutton et al., 2000) gives the gradient of J(θ) with respect to θ as
where η π θ is the discounted state visitation frequency,
Then, the policy parameter θ can be optimized by stochastic gradient descent to the direction ∇ θ J(θ) to maximize the return. In the case that the behavior policy µ that generates samples is different from the target policy π θ , the objective function can be calibrated by using importance sampling weight as (Degris et al., 2012) 
where ρ t = π θ (at|st) µ(at|st) is the IS weight between π θ and µ. PPO is based on the minorization and maximization (MM) technique for the original objective function J(θ) and is a widely-considered on-policy PG method that updates the policy π θ multiple times by sampling minibatches from the current sample batch. In the beginning of the i-th iteration, the current sample batch B i = {(s i,0 , a i,0 , r i,0 ), · · · , (s i,N −1 , a i,N −1 , r i,N −1 )} of length N is generated by π θi . Then, it updates the target policy π θ by sampling mini-batches from B i for several epochs. Since the target policy π θ for policy update is different from the policy π θi that generated B i , PPO calibrates the statistics difference between the current target policy π θ and the policy π θi that generated B i based on the IS weight ρ t = π θ (at|st) µ(at|st) with µ = π θi . Furthermore, PPO clips the IS weight to bound the amount of policy update for stable learning (Schulman et al., 2015a; Wang et al., 2016) . Thus, the objective function of PPO is given bŷ
where ρ t = π θ (at|st) π θ i (at|st) ,Â t is an estimate of A π θ i (s t , a t ), clip (·) := clip(·, 1 − , 1 + ) is the clip function, κ m = sgn(Â m ), and the M samples of each mini-batch are randomly sampled from B i . For empirical estimation of A π θ i , PPO uses GAE (Schulman et al., 2015b) . GAE estimates the advantage asÂ t =
is the temporal difference (TD) residual, V w is the parameterized value function that approximates V π θ , and w i is the value parameter at the i-th iteration. The value parameter w is updated to minimize the mean square error (MSE) between V w and the target valuê
in a similar way to that TD(λ) backup performs value estimation (Sutton & Barto, 1998) .
Dimension-Wise Clipping
Note that in the PPO objective function (1), ρ t is a function of the optimization variable θ butÂ t is fixed for the given behavior policy π θi which generated the current sample batch B i . Hence, on average, maximization of the cost (1) with respect to θ increases ρ t ifÂ t > 0, and decreases ρ t ifÂ t < 0. For stable update, PPO limits the amount of the policy update by clipping the objective function unlike TRPO restricts the policy update by using a KL divergence constraint. This clipping prevents ρ t from becoming too large or too small, and results in stable update for many environments. The clipped objective function of PPOĴ t = min{ρ tÂt , clip (ρ t )Â t )} reduces to a constant J t = (1 + )Â t whenÂ t > 0 and ρ t > 1 + , and to a con-stantĴ t = (1− )Â t whenÂ t < 0 and ρ t < 1− . Therefore, the gradient vanishes for such samples. This vanishment of gradient can cause a serious problem especially in high action-dimensional tasks. In order to assess the amount of gradient vanishment, we consider the average shifted deviation of the IS weight from one ρ t := |1 − ρ t | + 1 1 and the corresponding amount of gradient vanishment, which are shown in Fig. 1 . Here, the average ρ t at the i-th iteration is defined as the average of IS weight deviation ρ t of each mini-batch averaged again over all drawn mini-batches at the last epoch and the the amount of gradient vanish-1 To measure how much IS weight is far from 1, we consider ρ t := |1 − ρt| + 1. ment is defined as the ratio of the samples with clipped IS weights to the total samples at the last epoch. It is seen that for the low action-dimensional tasks such as Hopper and HalfCheetah whose action dimensions are 3 and 6, respectively, average ρ t is below the clipping factor of PPO (the black line) and the amount of gradient vanishment is not significant (15 ∼ 20%). However, for the high actiondimensional tasks such as Humanoid whose action dimension is 17, average ρ t exceeds the clipping line (the reason will be explained shortly) and the corresponding amount of gradient vanishment is too large (above 60%). Hence, clipping the loss function directly and the corresponding zero gradient samples in PPO reduce sample efficiency for high action-dimensional tasks.
For learning continuous action tasks, many RL algorithms use independent Gaussian distribution π θ (·|s t ) = N (u, σ 2 I) as the stochastic policy, where µ = (u 0 , u 1 , · · · , u D−1 ) is the mean vector, D is the action dimension, and I is an identity matrix. Then, the policy can be factorized into the action dimensions as π θ (a t |s t ) = D−1 d=0 π θ,d (a t,d |s t ), where π θ,d (·|s t ) ∼ N (µ d , σ 2 ) and a t,d is the d-th element of a t . Suppose that the amount of policy distribution change by update is similar for each dimension. Then, the variation of π θ grows exponentially as D increases. This yields large IS weights for high actiondimensional tasks, as seen in the case of Humanoid in Fig. 1 . In order to prevent large IS weights in high actiondimensional tasks while maintaining the advantage of IS weight clipping, we propose a new objective function for policy optimization, which clips the IS weight of each dimension separately. That is, using the fact that the IS weight can be factorized as
we clip the IS weight ρ t,d of each dimension as clip (ρ t,d ).
In addition, in order to prevent the IS weight from being too far from 1, we include an additional loss for IS weight M −1 m=0 (log(ρ m )) 2 . Thus, our objective function for DISC is given bŷ
where κ m = sgn(Â m ), and the weighting factor α IS is adaptively determined in a similar way of adapting the weighting factor for the KL divergence in PPO :
DISC solves the gradient vanishment problem of PPO by dimension-wise clipping. Even though min{κ m ρ m,d , κ m clip (ρ m,d )} becomes constant from clipping for some d, there exist other dimensions that are not clipped for most samples. Thus, we can update the policy by the gradient from the unclipped objective function unless ρ t,d are clipped for all d. Fig. 2 shows average ρ t and average ρ t,d := |1 − ρ t,d | + 1 of DISC for J targ = 0.0001, 0.0002, 0.0005 for the Humanoid task, and the corresponding amount of gradient vanishment is almost zero. Note that average overall ρ t of DISC is much smaller as compared to the Humanoid curve in Fig. 1 (left) especially for small J targ < 0.005. Furthermore, average ρ t,d for each dimension is much less than ρ t , as expected. Hence, dimension-wise IS clipping efficiently reduces gradient vanishment as well as increases sample efficiency.
Reusing Old Sample Batches
In order to further enhance sample efficiency, we reuse old sample batches. The experience replay buffer R stores old sample batches B i−1 , · · · , B i−L+1 in addition to the current sample batch B i , where L is the maximum number of old sample batches. If L = 1, then the algorithm is on-policy, and otherwise (L > 1), it is off-policy. We sample mini-batches multiple times in the whole buffer R. However, if the IS weights of samples in the old batches deviate too much from 1, then the weights will be clipped and it is sample inefficient. Thus, we follow (Han & Sung, 2017) , which considers reusing old sample batches only if the IS weights of samples in the old batches does not deviate too much from 1. That is, if for a given old batch
where b is a parameter determining batch inclusion and N is the number os samples in the batch, then the old batch is reused. However, in our DISC, we slightly modify the inclusion criterion and reuse old sample batches satisfying the condition
Here, we reuse old sample batches only for computation of the first term in the right-hand side (RHS) of (2) not for the second term J IS . J IS is computed by using the on-policy batch B i to implement policy update near the current policy. Fig. 3 shows the number of reused sample batches of PPO-AMBER (Han & Sung, 2017) and DISC for BidepalWalker, HalfCheetah, and Humanoid whose action dimensions are 4, 6, and 17, respectively. PPO-AMBER selects more sample batches based on (4) for lower action-dimensional tasks to avoid too much clipping from reusing samples, and it is ineffective for high action-dimensional tasks such as Humanoid, as seen in Fig. 3 . Thus, it cannot use off-policy sample batches for high action-dimensional tasks. On the other hand, DISC can exploit more old sample batches for higher action-dimensional tasks since it determines old batch inclusion based on ρ t,d which is not too big even in Humanoid. Old batch inclusion of DISC matches the purpose of experience replay of using more samples for better exploration in high action-dimensional tasks.
GAE with V-trace
PPO computes the GAEÂ t and the corresponding target valueV t to evaluate the current policy by using the on-policy sample batch B i at the beginning of iteration once. Thus, at the policy evaluation step, the evaluated policy is the same as the behavior policy, and PPO does not need IS calibration. However, if we use old sample batches generated from the previous policies π θi−1 , π θi−2 · · · which are different from the current behavior policy π θi , we need to apply IS calibration even for evaluating the current policy from old samples for low variance and safe learning, like in Retrace(λ) or V-trace (Espeholt et al., 2018) . In particular, V-trace evaluates the multi-step target value from an off-policy trajectory aŝ
where c t = λ min(1.0, ρ t ) is the truncated IS weight (Espeholt et al., 2018) . It is proven that the V-trace operator is a contraction mapping (Espeholt et al., 2018) . Note that V-trace becomes the GAE target value in the on-policy case since ρ t = 1. Thus, in order to estimate the advantages of the previous trajectories B i−1 , B i−2 , · · · in DISC, we combine GAE with V-trace (GAE-V), given bŷ
and its target valueV t = min(1.0, ρ t )Â t + V wi (s t ) is just the V-trace target value. Combining the new features, the final DISC algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1. 
Experiments
In this section, we provide numerical results and ablation study on our DISC algorithm. The source code for DISC is available at http://github.com/seungyulhan/disc/.
Simulation Setup
Detailed description of the hyper-parameters of PPO, PPO-AMBER and DISC is provided in Table A .1 in Appendix. We basically followed the hyper-parameter setup of PPO in the Open AI baseline . In PPO, the learning rate β anneals from 0.0003 to 0, but we set a minimum learning rate as 0.0001 to prevent convergence to local optimum. We set the mini-batch size M = (the number of sample batches/gradient steps per epoch), where the number of sample batches is computed based on (4) for PPO-AMBER and (5) for DISC at each iteration. Note that we unify the hyper-parameter setup for PPO, PPO-AMBER and DISC, and only consider the single actor case for all continuous tasks for fair comparison. The hyper-parameters of all other algorithms is explained in Section A in Appendix.
We used deterministic evaluation based on 10 episodes generated by the corresponding deterministic policy (i.e., the mean network u of the Gaussian target policy π θi ) at the time of evaluation, i.e., at the end of each iteration. We averaged the performance over 5 seeds and used the moving average window of 10 iterations for figures. The solid line and shaded part in each episode reward figure represent the average episode reward sum and its standard deviation for all seeds, respectively. In the max average return tables, the bold value is the best max average return among the compared algorithms and ± means its standard deviation.
Comparison with the PPO Baseline
First, we compared DISC with two PPO baselines: PPO whose loss is described as (1) and PPO-AMBER (Han & Sung, 2017) which simply uses old sample batches as (4) and uses GAE for advantage estimation. For PPO-AMBER, we consider two cases with different batch inclusion factors: b = 0.1, 0.2. We evaluated the three algorithms on Mujoco simulator (Todorov et al., 2012) and Box2d engine (Catto, 2011) in OpenAI GYM continuous control tasks (Brockman et al., 2016) which are challenging environments with continuous action spaces, as described in Fig. 4 . The dimensions of state and action spaces of each task are given in Table A .2 in Appendix. Fig. 5 shows the average episodic reward sum of DISC and the two baseline algorithms, and Table 1 shows the corresponding maximum average return. Note that DISC significantly outperforms PPO and PPO-AMBER for all continuous action tasks. Note that PPO works in low-dimensional tasks such as Hopper and BipedalWalker whose action dimensions are 3 and 4, respectively, but it does not learn for high action-dimensional tasks such as Ant and Humanoid whose action dimensions are 8 and 17, respectively. This is because the gradient of most samples vanishes for these high action-dimensional tasks, as explained in Section 4.1. Furthermore, this gradient vanishment problem makes it difficult to reuse old samples and hence using experience replay for PPO-AMBER does not work in high action-dimensional tasks. On the other hand, DISC effectively solves the gradient vanishment problem, as described in Section 4.2. Hence, the performance gain of DISC over PPO is significant in these high dimensional difficult tasks. PPO with large batch or distributed system also works well in Humanoid task (Heess et al., 2017) , but it requires hyperparameter adjustment for each environment. Here, we did not adjust the hyperparameters of PPO, PPO-AMBER and DISC for each task.
Ablation Study
In this section, we provide in-depth ablation study on the important components and several hyper-parameters of DISC: GAE-V, the clipping factor , the IS target factor J targ in (3), and the batch inclusion constant b in (5) based on Mujoco tasks. With this ablation study, we investigate the impact of the key elements of DISC and the sensitivity of the associated hyper-parameters. Fig.6 shows the ablation study result on the Humanoid-v1 environment, and the ablation study results on other environments (Ant-v1, HalfCheetah-v1, Hopper-v1, and Walker2d-v1) are given in Appendix B. For the ablation study of each hyper-parameter, all other hyper-parameters are fixed as the values in Table  A .1 in Appendix. The best value for each hyper-parameter is represented in orange color in the figures and is the hyperparameter value in Table A .1 in Appendix.
GAE-V vs. GAE:
In DISC, we combine GAE with V-trace to incorporate the statistics difference of the previous sample trajectories. Fig. 6a shows the Humanoid performance of DISC with GAE and DISC with GAE-V. It is seen that the impact of GAE-V over GAE for DISC is noticeable. For PPO, GAE-V reduces to GAE because it uses only the current trajectory (ρ t = 1). However, DISC uses old sample batches in the replay buffer and their statistics are different from that of the current policy. Therefore, GAE-V for advantage estimation is beneficial for the current policy evaluation from the old trajectories.
Clipping Factor : The clipping parameter controls clipping of the IS weight of each dimension ρ t,d . If ρ t,d > 1 + andÂ t > 0 (or ρ t,d < 1 − andÂ t < 0), then the gradient of dimension d becomes zero. Fig. 6b shows the performance of DISC for several clipping factors: = 0.1, 0.2, 0.4, 0.8. When the clipping factor is too low, the number of clipped samples is too large, and this slows down learning. On the other hand, when the clipping factor is too large, it will update the policy too much with large IS weights and this causes unstable learning. Thus, DISC with a large clipping factor converges fast in the initial stage of learning, but degrades at the final performance. Although the results for other tasks are not shown, simulations show that the best clipping factor for DISC is around 0.4, as seen in Fig. 6b . Note that the performance of DISC is sensitive when the clipping factor is too small. This means that reducing the clipped samples is important to enhance the performance.
IS Loss Target Parameter J targ : In Fig. 2 , we see that the average IS weight deviation from one for each dimension ρ t,d decreases as the IS target parameter J targ decreases. Note that J IS has a similar role as the KL divergence loss J KL = D KL (π θi ||π θ ) in some PPO variants, which bounds policy update from the current policy point. In order to see the difference of J IS and J KL , we ran DISC with J IS and DISC with J KL for several values of J targ , and the result is shown in Fig. 6c . It is seen that J IS is much more effective than J KL for Humanoid, which has high action dimensions. Although it is not shown here, we observe that J KL works reasonably well for low action-dimensional environments such as HalfCheetah, or Hopper environment, as seen in Fig. B.3 in Appendix, whereas J IS works well in all environments. Fig. 7a shows the number of sample batches included for DISC with J IS based on (5) for several values of J targ with a fixed b . As J targ increases, the number of included sample batches decreases and the performance degrades, as seen in Fig 6c. Large J targ means large policy update step and hence the speed of learning is faster at the beginning of learning. However, it causes larger IS weights and it reduces the number of sample batches satisfying (5). As result, it Batch Inclusion Parameter b : In order to reduce bias for DISC, we only include the old sample batches whose average ρ t,d is less than 1 + b , as seen in (5). Here, b is chosen to be smaller than the clipping factor . Fig. 7b shows that the average of ρ t,d of the latest 4 sample batches: B i , B i−1 , B i−2 , B i−3 for each iteration i for b = 0.1, = 0.4, and J targ = 0.001. As expected, the average ρ t,d is larger for older sample batches since the statistics of older samples deviate more from the current sample static. Fig. 6d shows the performance of DISC for several values of the batch inclusion parameter: b = 0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, where b = 0 means that we use only the current sample batch B i for policy update. It is seen that small b < 0.1 degrades the performance because DISC does not reuse old sample batches much and this reduces sample efficiency. Especially, DISC with b = 0 learns much slowly and this shows the importance of reusing old sample batches. On the other hand, DISC with too large b also degrades the performance because it uses too old sample batches that induce bias from clipping. So, there exists a soft spot for b . We observe that b = 0.1 works well for most tasks.
Consistency : From the above ablation studies, we suggest the best hyper-parameter setup for DISC in Table A .1 in Appendix. Fortunately, the best parameter setup for DISC does not depend much on the environment. DISC has the consistent roughly best hyper-parameter setup for most environments, as seen in Fig. B.4 in Appendix, while some of the recent state-of-the-art RL algorithms require a different hyper-parameter setup for each environment.
Comparison to Other Continuous RL Algorithms
In this subsection, we provide the performance comparison between DISC and other state-of-the-art on-policy and offpolicy RL algorithms. We compare DISC with the following state-of-the-art RL algorithms: Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (DDPG) (Lillicrap et al., 2015) which applies deep Q-learning to the deterministic policy gradient, Trust Region Policy Optimization (TRPO) (Schulman et al., 2015a) which uses a KL divergence constraint to stably update the policy in the trust region, Actor Critic using Kroneckerfactored Trust Region (ACKTR) which (Nachum et al., 2017) which uses off-policy data in trust region methods by using path consistency learning, Soft Q-Learning (SQL) (Haarnoja et al., 2017) which optimizes energy-based policy by using stein variational gradient descent, Twin Delayed Deep Deterministic Policy Gradient (TD3) (Fujimoto et al., 2018) which reduces Q-function approximation error based on clipped double Q-learning for continuous control, and Soft Actor Critic (SAC) (Haarnoja et al., 2018) which applies energy-based soft policy iteration and evaluation to off-policy actor critic methods.
TRPO and ACKTR are on-policy RL like PPO, and other algorithms are off-policy RL. For DDPG, TRPO, and ACKTR, we implemented the algorithms by following the OpenAI baselines . For other algorithms, we use the author-provided implementations in Github. Table 2 shows the maximum average return of all the considered algorithms on Mujoco tasks 2 , and the results show that DISC has the top-level performance in five tasks out of the six considered tasks. Especially, DISC achieves the highest performance in HumanoidStandup with 17 action dimensions so that other state-of-the-art RL algorithms cannot catch up. Indeed, it is seen that DISC is a stable and good algorithm for high action-dimensional tasks. Detailed learning curves are given in Fig. C.1 in Appendix.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have proposed a new continuous action control algorithm, DISC, by applying dimension-wise IS weight clipping together with GAE-V for advantage estimation. The proposed DISC algorithm separately clips the IS weight of each action dimension to solve gradient vanishment problem, and adaptively controls the IS weight to bound policy update from the current policy for stable learning. The proposed method enables efficient learning for high action-dimensional tasks and reusing of old samples like in off-policy learning to increase the sample efficiency. Numerical results show that the proposed new algorithm outperforms PPO and other RL algorithms in various Open AI Gym tasks, and the performance gain by DISC is significant for high action-dimensional tasks, which have been considered difficult tasks for conventional learning. Further works may include the bias/variance analysis of DISC, proof of the convergence of the DISC objective function, and analysis of the IS weight loss J IS .
A. Hyperparameter Setting and Environment Description
The hyperparameters for simple PPO, PPO-AMBER, and DISC are summarized in Table A .1, and the dimensions of state and action spaces of Open AI GYM tasks are given in Table A 
